around the temples. Kha-em-ter probably followed Sethau as viceroy, perhaps late in the reign of Ramesses II.
Messuwy, who became viceroy following Khaem-ter was appointed by Merenptah, Ramesses IPs successor, by regnal year 5, and like all his predecessors in the office, he added scenes and inscriptions throughout Nubia. Unlike his predecessors, however, he left virtually no trace of himself at Abu Simbel, but chose instead the older Dynasty 18 temple of Amada, built under Amenhotep II and Thutmose IV, for the majority of his scenes and inscriptions, though he also added texts and scenes at Beit el-Wali, Wady es-Sebua, Aksha, Amara, and on Bigeh Island in the cataract area, opposite Philae, and along the Aswan-Philae Road.8 Amada temple was the shrine especially favored by Messuwy. Merenptah 's regnal year 5 war against the Libyans and Sea Peoples also involved a rare Nubian uprising, and its suppression was documented by Messuwy with long inscriptions in the doorway areas of Amada, Wady es-Sebua, and Amara temples,9 that at Amada being the best preserved copy.
The scenes of this viceroy, Messuwy, are the subject of this paper and the companion essay, by Aidan Dodson. Amada clearly was Messuwy 's favored temple for inscriptions and scenes, for he added here not only the long regnal year 5 victory inscription of Merenptah, but also scenes of himself kneeling before the royal cartouches on the outer temple door jambs, along with a long inscription with a figure of Messuwy kneeling before Re-Horakhty, on the upper northern exterior wall of the Amada temple.10 Messuwy seems to have held the office of Viceroy of Kush from after Kha-em-ter, who followed Sethau midway in the reign of Merenptah, and perhaps onwards into the reign of Sety II, as documented by another of his inscriptions with pharaoh's cartouche on a rock at Bigeh Island, facing the original Philae Island (fig. I) The strong sunlight of the Nubian day can make even carved, leveled surfaces of rock be deceptive, especially in the Nubian sandstone that has weathered severely on exposed rock faces over the 3,000-plus years since they were carved into the stone. both of the figures. Examining these supposed uraei on the photographs published, they looked more like incidental damage and erosion, and given their published line drawings, this seemed to affirm that the CEDAE scholars likewise considered these traces as incidental damage and erosion. Gauthier's 1913 publication had only one distant view of the front entrance of Amada, with Messuwy's figures too indistinct for any reasonable analysis. In late 1995, Aidan Dodson, author of the companion essay, had a chance to travel on Lake Nasser, in one of the first cruises offered, and subsequently he contacted me with regard to these outer Amada jambs and the depictions of Messuwy. He stated that in his view these indeed were carved uraei, added to Messuwy's figures, and that therefore it confirmed the thesis of Krauss, that Messuwy became later, the pharaoh Amenmesse.17 Dodson also sent me copies of the color photographs, and these were far superior in quality to the earlier published black and white photographs. In his photographs the same supposed uraeus traces appeared above the foreheads of both figures, but as I examined his photographs, my own conclusion remained unchanged that this was but incidental damage and natural erosion, not surprising given the almost 3,000 years that have passed since this temple was built and the scenes were added in the very friable sandstone of which this temple is built. At last, in February 1996, there was an opportunity for me to travel on Lake Nasser and to visit Amada temple. Inspecting these jamb scenes of Messuwy, and photographing them also, I remained unconvinced that these figures had uraei added. 
